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ON LIAISON AND ARITHMETICAL BUCHSBAUM CURVES IN P3 

Peter Schenzel and Wolfgang Vogel 

It seems that A.Cayley£6J,p.152 was the first who posed the 
problem to describe the liaison class of a complete intersection 
in 18V7 .Nowadays it is well-known that a curve in p3 is in the 
liaison class of a complete intersection if and only if the curve 
is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay (see ,e .g .ZT^3.ZT^3.ZT^3>£^Jj 
or£. 3 J ) .Furthermore,L .gruson and C .Peskine CoJ have given a com
plete classification of arithmetical Cohen-Macaulay curves in P^. 
Discussing some results fromC4*Jwe will begin with this talk to 
investigate the next simple case,that is,the liaison classes which 
are characterized by finite-dimensional vector spaces of dimension 
^1.Using the theory of (local) Buchsbaum rings that means we will 
study liaison among arithmetical Buchsbaum curves in PJ. 

First,we review the definition and basic results of liaison,see 
L SflJa.ndC'f'fJ .Let _a,_b be two ideals of the local Gorenstein ring R. 

Definition: The ideals a.,b are algebraically linked by a complete 
intersection x = /x1 , . . . ,x ? c _a nb if 
(i) _a and Jb are ideals of pure height g, and 
(ii) a/x-R = Hom-D(R/b,R/xR) and 

b/x-R = HomR(R/a,R/x.R) . 

Furthermore,a. and b are linked (geometrically) by a complete in 
tersection x = £x.p ...,XgJ if a and b have no components in 
common and a/*b = x.R. 
Two projective varieties X,Y c P^ over an algebraically closed-field 
K are linked if the ideal sheaves of X and Y are linked in a corresponding 
manner.The equivalence relation generated by linkage is called 
liaison. 
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Let Ccp.^ be a curve,that is,C is an 1-dimensional subscheme of P3, 

equidimensional,locally Cohen-Macaulay and generic complete intersec
tion .A .P .Rao/}/ {J studied the following invariant,due to R .Hartshorne : 

M(C) := Q H1(P3, v^(v)). 
V 

M(C) is a graded S := K £ Xq,x^3-module of finite length.M(C) 

is invariant up to duals and shifts in gradings,under liaison.lt 
follows from £4'/J that each graded S-module of finite length,there 
is a liaison equivalence class,and that the module determines that 
equivalence class. 

The equivalence class of curves C corresponding to M(C) = o,that is, 
C is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay,is well-studied in the above-men
tioned papers.Now,let us consider equivalence classes corresponding 
to a finite-dimensional vector space of dimension >, 1.Since 

M(C) ̂ H^(S/I(C)),where 1(C) is the defining ideal of the curve C, 

we have to apply the theory of local Buchsbaum rings.Therefore we 
will recall some basic facts on Buchsbaum rings.Denote by e (x,A) 

the multiplicity of a local noetherian ring A with respect to a 
system of parameters x =̂ x̂ ,...,x̂ |,d:=dim(A),of A. 

Definition: A local noetherian ring A with maximal ideal m is said 
to be a Buchsbaum ring if the difference 

lA(A/x-A) - eQ(x,A) 

is an invariant i(A) of A not depending on the system of parameters 
x of A.This is equivalent to the condition that every system of 
parameters x = /x1, . . . ,x f of A is a weak A-sequence, i ,e ., 

(x1,...,xi_1) : x± c: (x1,...,xi_1); m 

for every i=1,...,d. 

The concept of the theory of Buchsbaum rings was given in£/&J, ¿"̂ 7̂  
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and has its root in an answer in£/f?Jto a problem of D.A.Buchsbaum 
£5"3-For more specific information on Buchsbaum rings see ,e .g .£/̂ [5 
0l*t*3 or the forthcoming monographD^Sj .In particular,we have for a 
Buchsbaum ring A of dimension d ^ 1 : 

dimA/ Hx(A)-̂ <y? for all i+d , and 
A/m m 7 

i(A) = X Z (dr1)dimA/m^(A) 
1 = 0 — — 

where denotes the i-th derived local cohomology functor with 
support ̂ m|. 

Note,a local ring A is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if A is a Buchs
baum ring with i (A)=o .From/VflJ we know that liaison respects the 
Cohen-Macaulay property.In connection with our considerations we 
need the following more general result: 

Theorem 1: Let R be a local Gorenstein ring of dimension d<1 and 
with maximal ideal m.Suppose that the ideals a_,b C R are linked. 
Then we have: 
(a) R/a is a Buchsbaum ring if and only if R/b is a Buchsbaum ring. 
(b) for the local cohomology modules 

H^(R/a) = Hom(Hj"i(R/b),E) 
for i=1,...,dim(R/a),where E is the infective hull of the residu< 
field of R. 

Sketch of the proof: To this we need a new invariant under liaison 
extending M(C) of a curve C.From the standpoint of local al̂ frra this 
invariant is defined for an arbitrary ideal a. of a local Gorenstein 
ring R.Let ER be the minimal infective resolution of R over itself. 
Then we define 

I* = HomR(R/a,E£) , 

that is,the complex 1^ is the dualizing complex of R/a in the sense 
of R.Hartshorne.Note that in the derived category the complex I * 

a 
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is isomorphic to RHomR(R/a,R).If we abbreviate g: =dim(R)-dim(R/a), 
then we call 

Ka := Hg(r) = Ext|(R/a,R) + o 

the canonical or dualizing module of R/a.Factoring out the first 
non-vanishing cohomology module K of I* we get a short exact 

a a 
sequence o —^K^C-gJ — p 1^ — > J* — - > o 
•where is up to a shift in grading the truncated dualizing com
plex of R/a.Then we can prove that there exists a canonical 
isomorphism 

j£ = RHomR(j;,R)£-g] 

in the derived category,that means,is invariant (up to duality 
and shifts in gradings) under liaison.Now,from the main result of 
£lV3we know that R/a is a Buchsbaum ring if and only if J* is qua-
si-isomorphic to a complex of R/m-vector spaces in the derived ca
tegory .Therefore we get the statement (a) of theorem 1 since J* is 
invariant under liaison.The statement (b) follows immediately from 
the local duality theorem , q.e.d. 

Remarks: (i) Using the fact that R/a is a Cohen-Macaulay ring if and 
only if J* = o we obtain another proof that liaison respects the a 
Cohen-Macaulay property. 

(ii) Let C be a curve in P^.Denote by A the local ring of the vertex 
of the (affine) cone over C.The curve C is called arithmetically 
Buchsbaum if and only if the local ring A is a Buchsbaum ring.In 
this special case the curve C is arithmetically Buchsbaum if and 
only if ILCA) ̂ M(C) is a K-vector space .Furthermore,we get: 

M(C) ̂ H^(S/I(C)) = RHoms(J*(c),S)£-2j 

by applying the local duality the or em. Since J-r*(C) is invariant 
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under liaison we recover the invariance of M(C) .We set i(C):=i(A). 

Examples: The simplest curve in P3 which belongs to the liaison 
class corresponding to a vector space of dimension 1 is the union of 
2 skew lines in P3.Having this curve the specific data in the papers 
from the late 1 9 ^ century yield examples of arithmetical Buchsbaum 
curves with i(C) = 1 .For instance: 
с? рЗ Л г8 

и6' ° 7 ' 8 from the paper of M.Noether £ f j or 

„ 1 1 r 2 1 r5o 
Ч о ' Ч з ' 1 6 ' Ч 9 from the paper of K.Rohn£^^,where c| is a 

irreducible curve of degree d and of genus g.The curve C°4 is the 
well-known (non-Cohen-Macaulay) twisted quartic curve.Let us consider 
the curve C^.It follows from M.NoetherT ?J,p .87,(a^) and (aj) and our 
considerations that either 
C^ is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay , or 
о 

C¿ is arithmetically Buchsbaum. 
•3 1. 

The resolution of the curve is known if is arithmetically 
Hob^n— Ma rani av? 

О —-->> S3(-^) -~¿> — >s4-5)S ——>S/I(c|) — ^ o . 

If c| is arithmetically Buchsbaum then we obtaine,in addition,the 

resolution of c|: 

о — ^ s ( - 6 ) — > s 4 - 5 ) — - > s ( - 2 ) © s 3 ( - i f ) — > s — ^ б / к с ф — 5 ^ 0 . 

In order to construct this resolution we have the following more 
general result. 

Lemma: Let C be a curve in which is linked to two skew lines in P^ 
by two hypersurfaces of degree f and g,resp.Then we get the following 
free resolution of S/I(C): 

О — ^ s ( - f - g ) — ^ s V f - g + 1 ) — -••>S(-f) ©S(-g) ф S2(-f-g+2) 

___¿>S — ->S/I(C) — > 0 . 
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Proving this lemma we must use for a curve C the property of being 
ideally the intersection of d hypersurfaces.that is,there exists a 

surjection @ ^ 3 (-a.) > J? >0,for some integers a. .This 
1=1 v 1 u 1 

definition is equivalent to saying that there are homogeneous ele
ments f^,...,f^ in 1(C) such that 

C = Proj(S/(fl5...,fd)). 

Using liaison the assumptions of our lemma imply that C Is ideally 
the intersection of 3 hypersurfaces and 1(C) is generated by pre
cisely h elements.Since C is arithmetically Buchsbaum with i(C)=1 we 
get the statement of the lemma. 

Another consequence of the property of being ideally the intersec
tion of three surfaces Is that the homogeneous ideal 1(C) of a 
curve C is generated by precisely 3 elements if and only if C is 
ideally the intersection of 3 surfaces and C is arithmetically 
Cohen-Macaulay (non-complete intersection).If one continues in this 
vein,one discovers that curves in P^ such that their homogeneous 
ideals are generated by precisely h elements are much more compli
cated .We have the following theorem. 

Theorem 2 : Let C P^ be any curve.The following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) C is arithmetically Buchsbaum (non-Cohen-Macaulay) and C is 
ideally the intersection of three hypersurf aces, say f ̂=f 2=f o~° • 

(ii) There are homogeneous elements f ^ f ^ f ^ f ^ which provide a 
minimal base for 1(C),and x±»f^ £(f1,f2,f^) for i=o, 1 , 2 , 3 . 

Our lemma and theorem 2 show that the property of being ideally 
the intersection of three surfaces is useful in studying curves 
in P^.The analogous result of Abhyankar in P^,namely that every 
curve in P^ is ideally the intersection of three hypersurfaces,is 
not true in general.ByfjtoJ there exists such a curve.Furthermore, 
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Rao£?Nl proved that every liaison class contains curves that are 

not ideally the intersection of three surfaces,and that there is a 

liaison class that does not contain a curve arising from a section 

of a rank two bundle.In this connection we get the following 

Theorem 3: Every liaison equivalence class corresponding to a finite-

dimensional vector space of dimension ^ 1 does not contain any 

curve that is ideally the intersection of three surfaces,hence con

tains no curves coming from sections of rank two bundles. 

Sketch of proof of theorem 2 and 3: Let 1(C) be the defining ideal 

of the curve C./C(I(C)) denotes the number of elements in a mini

mal basis of 1(C).If C is an arithmetical Buchsbaum curve with in

variant i(C)^.1 then we obtain: 

/¿(1(0) ̂  3-i(C) + 1 . 

If in addition C is ideally the intersection of three surfaces then 

we get: 

/1(1(0) = h and i(C) = 1. 

Now,theorem 2 and 3 follow from these facts and the isomorphism 

M(C) '="HomK((I(C)/(f 1 ,f2,f3) ) (f+g+h-lf) ,K) , 

where C is ideally the intersection of the three surfaces 

f-j=f2=f^=0 or* degrees f,g,h,resp. 

We conclude by studying some examples. 

1.) Take the curve C given parametrically by (s^,s^t2,st^,t^). 

We get the following properties: 

1(C) = (x^x^-x^j, x^l-x^x^, x^^-x^l, x ^ - x ^ ) ,that is,1(C) is 

generated by precisely four elements.C is not arithmetically 

Buchsbaum and also not ideally the intersection of three surfaces. 

This example shows that we can not drop the last condition in (ii) 
of thfin-ppm P . 
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2 . ) Take the curve C given parametrically by (s^,s^t2,st^,t^). 
Then we obtain: 
1(C) = (f^f^f.,^) where 

"^1_xoX2~X^ 5 f2-xox^-x^Xp , f^-xQx^-x^x^ , and f^-x^x^-x^ , 
i.e.,/t(I(C)) = If. 
C is not arithmetically Buchsbaum,but C is ideally the intersection 
of the three surfaces f =f^=f^=o.This example shows that curves C 
in p3 with ̂ft*( 1(C) )=h and the property of being ideally the inter
section of three surfaces are not,in general,arithmetically 
Buchsbaum. 
3 . ) There exist irreducible curves C145/42^n ̂ °^ ^eSree 1+2 an3-
genus 1 ^ 5 which belong to the liaison class corresponding to a 
vector space of dimension 3« 
In order to prove this statement we want to mention that K.Rohn£#5G 
studied the residual intersection of special classes of space 
curves lying on any surface of degree h in the year 1897 •From 
these specific data we get that the rational twisted cubic curve 

C^.5,counted with multiplicity 6,is linked to irreducible curves 

Cl+2^ by two hyPers"urfaces of degree h and 15.Therefore our claim 
follows if we show that the local ring 

A := KCx0,Xl ,x2 ,x33 (Xo,Xi ,X2,X3) /E3 

is a Buchsbaum ring with invariant i(A)=3,where JD is the defining 
prime ideal of C^.Some nasty calculations yield our assertion. 
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